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Abstract 

The shopping trolley have been frequently used in our daily life. However, 
the hygiene condition of cart makes people worry a lot, especially the handle 
brothers. Nowadays, several methods have been proposed to clean the 
shopping carts but considered uneconomic and inflexible.  

In this study, we aim to design an integrated cart washing system based on 
a trailer applied to medium or small supermarket. This system should be more 
efficient, economic, easily to operate, safer and les water consummation.  

The integrated cart washing system has three basic functions of washing, 
disinfection and drying. The system is controlled by PLC program, all steps in 
the cleaning process are fully automatic insider the trailer and each 
component are adjustable according to various shopping carts. 

The system only requires one person to operate and it costs 30 seconds to 
wash a single cart, able to wash up to 120 cart/hour. Disinfection and drying 
steps provide high washing quality. Moreover, water-recycling design can 
save part of wasted water. 

The modelling and assembly was designed in Autodesk Inventor 2016, the 
hardware design circuit-writing diagram was performed in AutoCAD, the 
software design of Programmable logic controller (PLC) was made in STEP 
7-Micro/Win. Theoretical calculation and simulation prove the safety and 
possibility of our system. We concluded that this system might have 
commercial interests in the market. 

Keywords: Shopping cart, washing system, hygiene condition, trailer, 
water-recycling, programmable logic controller
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1 Chapter: 
Introduction 

With the urbanization of countries and regions, the number of supermarket 
experienced a dramatic increasing since 1960s in Sweden and most western 
countries. Shopping at supermarket has been a new trend of civilians’ daily 
life. Especially for a developed country like Sweden, people pay attention to 
their life quality. According to a survey that 59.5% of people in Sweden 
shopping at supermarket at least once a week. [1] 

 
Table 1-1 Frequency of grocery shopping in supermarket. 

As a tool to facilitate customers and promote sales, shopping trolleys have 
been supplied by supermarket. Customers use it to transport a large amount of 
food and materials to save energy and minimize potential musculoskeletal 
injuries caused by the manual handling of heavy loads (see Table 1-1). 59% 
of customers use shopping trolley 1-2 times per week[2]. 
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Figure 1-1 Customers use shopping trolley[3]. 

 
Figure 1-2 The hygiene of shopping trolley[4]. 

However, after touched by many customers and loaded many items like 
meat and vegetables, which contain bacterial, the hygiene condition of trolley 
make people worry (Figure 1-1, Figure 1-2). Especially the handle, people get 
it contacted frequently. A research pointed out that coliforms were detected 
on 72% of the carts[5]. Some of coliforms may cause Infection symptoms and 
signs include bloody diarrhoea, stomach cramps, vomiting and occasionally 
fever[6]. Therefore, public shopping carts seems to be one of the most 
bacterially contaminated objects that the general civilians may come into 
contact in a daily life in public facilities. In order to maintain the healthful, 
clean and tidy shopping environment for customers, public shopping carts 
need to be washed and cleaned at periodic times.  

 

The traditional approach is manual operating to wash and clean the 
shopping cart, which causes high management cost and massive waste of 
water. Another method is transporting carts to a fixed industrial washing 
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streamline, which leads extra transportation cost and inflexible business 
practice. Besides, moveable shopping cart washing system has been applied 
based on truck. While it is equipped with high-pressure water and limited to 
large-scale supermarkets.  
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2 Chapter: 
Survey of related work 

2.1 Cleaning Manually 

In order to sanitize the shopping cart, traditional approach is to spray 
detergent firstly and then wash off by high-pressure water manually (Figure 
2-1), which causes additional human resources, management or training cost 
and massive waste of water due to its in efficiency for supermarket owners. 
Occupying a large area such as parking lot and leaving patches of dirty water 
or bubbles are also the drawbacks of manually washing shopping carts.  

 
Figure 2-1 Washing manually[7]. 

2.2 Fixed Industrial Washing Streamline 

Fixed shopping cart washing streamline (Figure 2-2) includes automatic 
control, capture, conveyor, drug injection, wash and dryer system for full-
automatically wash the carts. The streamline provides high efficient washing 
services. However, when the shopping carts are to be washed, these need to 
be moved from supermarket to the washing streamline location, which leads 
extra transportation cost and inflexible business practice. During the carts 
cleaned in the washing streamline, there will be not trolleys available for 
customers in the supermarket. 
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Figure 2-2 Fixed industrial washing streamline[8]. 

 

2.3 Washing Machine for Shopping Carts 

This moveable washing machine for shopping carts is also based on a 
trailer (Figure 2-3), which is an integrated solution through “All-in-one” 
equipment. The chain supermarket manager could conveniently order this 
moveable washing machine to the location of target needed supermarket and 
then switch to another place after completing the cleaning task. However, this 
washing machine for shopping carts only have one door, so that every time a 
cart is washed, operator needs to open the door, push the cleaned cart out, 
push next cart in and close the door. Too much repeat boring operations still 
need to completed manually, which inevitably causes high workload and 
inefficiency although with the help of machine. 
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Figure 2-3 Washing machine for shopping carts[9]. 

2.4 Mobile Cart Washer 

Automatic cleaning solutions for trolleys have been applied to lighten 
washing workload and improve efficiency with the introducing of mechanism 
or mechatronic system. The Mobile Cart Washer having a wash station 
installed on the trailer, a continuous conveyor chain, an elevating mechanism, 
a water tank and a recirculating pump as Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 show. The 
nozzles in the wash station can spray hot wash liquid to shopping carts, the 
fingers pivotally attached to the conveyor chain could engage the cart to pull 
off the picked cart from the remaining nested group of carts. Then the 
constrains on cart applied by chain fingers will be removed at the exit of wash 
station to release the cart back to ground level. 
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Figure 2-4 Mobile cart washer-1. 

 
Figure 2-5 Mobile cart washer-2[10]. 

Despite the advantages of Mobile Cart Washer, including automatic 
operation, recirculating water, moveable and flexible deployment, low 
applicability due to only the specific types of shopping cart that has pothook 
can match the continuous conveyor chain. In addition, cleaning carts only by 
spraying heated water may not enough to wash off all the bacteria and debris. 
It will be necessary to add brush to sweep the debris off the trolley. 
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3 Chapter: 
Problem statement, objectives and 
main contribution 

Public shopping carts need to be washed and cleaned at periodic times for 
keeping customers healthy. However, it is considered high management cost 
and massive waste of water, which is washed and cleaned manually. 
Meanwhile, washing streamline brings extra transporting cost for carts, and 
moveable washing system is limited to large-scale supermarket, which only 
cleans carts by pressure water. 

The objectives of this thesis aimed to provide an easy and efficient 
shopping trolley washing system based on a trailer, which applied for small 
and middle scale supermarket. 

Main contribution: 

1. Design a new 3D virtual structure of this system in Autodesk 
Inventor. 

2. Make a stress analysis by FEM (Finite Element Mothed) 
3. Select some suitable motors for this system. 

4. Program for this system in PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) 
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4 Chapter: 
Solution 

Based on the basic functions of shopping trolley washing system, which 
are washing, disinfection and drying, we come up with four solutions and 
evaluate them in terms of some factors like economy, efficiency, reliability, 
etc. In the end, we decide the final solution that we are going to use and go 
further. 

4.1 Rotary cart cleaning system 

In rotary cart cleaning system, cart is cleaned by fast flowing water, which 
works like washing machine as the Figure 4-1 shows. Firstly, insert the cart 
into the hole. Secondly, water is added into the cube. Thirdly, the bucket 
begins rotating to cleaning cart. Fourthly, open the valve so that making water 
out. Fifthly, Spray disinfectant on the cart. Then, dry the cart. Finally, 
withdraw the cart 

However, because shopping cart is too heavy to put into the device, this 
system is more suitable for washing shopping basket rather than shopping cart. 

.  

Figure 4-1 Rotary cart cleaning system. 
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4.2 High-pressure touchless washing machine 

 
Figure 4-2 High-pressure touchless washing machine. 

Refer to the existed touchless car wash system, a similar touchless trolley 
wash machine is proposed as one of the solution. The wash machine (Figure 
4-2) is consist of integrated operation system, three dimension detection 
system, digital auditory safety system, detergent/water proportioning 
system(integrated in 360 degree rotating arm) and swift dryer. The motors are 
install in the case and detergents and water are contained in the box on the 
side. 

The washing processes are:  

(1) Moving shopping cart to the predefined position and fix manually.  

(2) 3 dimension detection system testing trolley’s position, dimension and 
transfer data to integrated operation system. Then the system could adjust the 
currently condition accordingly.  

(3)The operation system control 360-degree rotating arm to spray 
detergents and high-pressure water onto shopping cart.  

(4) Integrated swift dryer with four air blowers to dry trolley completely.  

(5) Pushing trolley out of washing machine manually. 
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4.3 Rotating brush washing machine 

 

 
Figure 4-3 Rotating brush washing machine. 

Instead of nozzles integrated to the 3D rotating arm, a brush installed in the 
same place (Figure 4-3). The rotating brush moving along each faces of cart 
and the nozzles in the axles of brushes enable detergents or water to spray 
onto cart.  

The rotating brush wash the outer surfaces of cart firstly by moving along 
the specific trails, whose data is obtained from the 3D dimension detection 
system. Then, the brush lift and down to the inner surfaces of cart along the 
specific trails as well like milling machine. After all the washing operation 
completed, the swift dryer drying the entire trolley by four air blowers. 

4.4  Integrated trolley washing system 

Based on the information we have searched, an integrated trolley washing 
system has been proposed, which include vehicle systems, delivery systems, 
cleaning systems, disinfection systems, drying systems and control systems. 
We list the various methods for different parts in this system and analyse the 
its pros and cons to get the final design. 
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4.4.1 Number of doors 

The integrated trolley washing system is supposed to be installed in a 
trailer, thus, we have to think about whether using one door in one side or two 
doors in both two sides in the trailer. 

The first option is that we only use one door on one side, which is easy to 
product and suitable for the small trailer. In addition, we can close the door 
with good water seal ability when it is working. However, this solution need 
people to operate frequently while put the trolley into the trailer and take it 
out after washing. It is not so efficient and increasing labour cost. 

The second option is two doors in both two sides. The unwashed trolley is 
pushed in from one side and then people collect the washed trolley from 
another side, all the washing process happen automatically. At the same time, 
we can prepare to put the trolley in the initial position. Therefore, it is just like 
the streamline, which can save the time for waiting the washing process to 
improve the efficiency.  

4.4.2 Deployment way 

There are various available deployment ways could be taken into consider. 
First option is fixed washing streamline, which could be built close to the 
supermarket so that the shop owners could clean their carts at any time. 
However, building a washing streamline is not affordable for all supermarket 
owners, especially small shopkeepers.  

The second option is moveable shopping carts washing system. The system 
could be integrated to wide kind of vehicles, from big truck to small trailer. 
The chain supermarket matches the moveable solution mostly because one 
system may satisfy many supermarkets’ demands. Therefore, it can save 
operation cost and improve cleaning flexibility significantly. 

In the case of moveable solutions, there are also two alternatives: 
integrated with big truck or trailer. The washing system based on big truck 
suit to big shopping malls since its huge one time washing capability. 
However, it probability also leads relatively higher cost than trailer based 
washing system. Because part of small or medium shopkeepers actually do 
not need such huge cleaning capability due to their limited numbers of 
shopping carts need be washed. 
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4.4.3 Trolley Conveyor method 

After the trolley settled down the trailer, we want it can move alone the 
track automatically so that the washing process can be operated inside the 
trailer (Figure 4-4). We found two popular conveyor method based on the 
information search. 

The first one is conveyor belt which consists of two pulleys, with an 
endless loop of carrying medium[11]. Because the movement of wheel, we 
add some barriers in a certain interval to fix the trolley in the belt. In addition, 
the belt moves continuously with an identified speed, which can be good in 
some case but is not suitable for our system that need to stop for a wheel. 

 
Figure 4-4 Trolley conveyor method[11]. 

The second one is track manipulator (Figure 4-5), which is widely used, in 
industrial ergonomics to accurately catch and deliver some items instead of 
labour. It is controlled by programing language so that the manipulators are 
able to achieve various complex movements due to its freedoms. In our 
washing system, the requirement for movement is only in horizontal direction 
and the action for manipulator is simply pick and place. The PLC language 
can be used to control the movement of manipulator for start and pause. 
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Figure 4-5 Track manipulator[12]. 

4.4.4 Supporting structure 

If the moveable trailer based deployment is chosen, it is inevitable to fix 
and support the trailer in the working position. Several considerable 
supporting legs for trailers are listed as follows. Firstly, based on the 
motorcycle supporting legs, similar structure can be applied to trailer based 
washing system as Figure 4-6 shows. The advantage of this structure is easy 
to lay down and up but the drawback is not applicable to balance, fix or 
support in unstable ground, since the lay down distance is nonadjustable. 
Therefore, operators have to fill up plates below the supporting legs to acquire 
a balanced position. 
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Figure 4-6 Motorcycle supporting legs[13]. 

Secondly, scissors-jack (Figure 4-7) can be used to support trailer based 
washing system because of its high bearing capability and alterable expansion 
distance, which is the key to suit unstable ground working place. While the 
scissor-jack generally applied in heavy engineering machinery due to its 
reliable carrying capability but the trailer based trolley washing system is a 
lightweight class machine, which may not need excess capacity. 

 
Figure 4-7 Scissors-jack[14]. 

 

Thirdly, flatbed trailer jack (Figure 4-8) is a support device with a flat 
contact base that could increases ground contact surface area, an adjustable 
travel distance bar. The flatbed trailer jack could easy to lift trailer in various 
distance according to different ground conditions with its simply and 
lightweight structure. 
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Figure 4-8 Flatbed trailer jack[15]. 

4.4.5 Methord seclection 

Table 4-1 Concept scoring/scoping results. 

 Number 
of 

doors 

Deployment  
way 

 

Trolley 
conveyor 
method 

Supporting  
structure 

 one 

 
two fixed 

washing 
streamline 

Truck 
based 

Trailer 
based 

conveyor 
belt 

track 
manipulator 

motorcy
cle 

supporti
ng legs 

scissors-
jack 

trailer 
jack 

Efficiency 2 5 5 4 3 5 4 3 3 5 

Economy 4 3 2 3 5 5 4 4 2 4 

Flexibility 3 4 1 4 5 1 5 1 5 4 

Quality 5 5 5 4 4 2 4    

Total 14 17 13 15 17 13 17 8 10 13 

Selection  √   √  √   √ 

(1-bad 2-poor 3-fair 4-good 5-excellent) 

In conclusion, the integrated trolley washing system will apply two doors 
in two sides based on trailer, use track manipulator to deliver trolley and 
apply trailer jack as support structure. 
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4.5 Evaluation of solutions 

Table 4-2 Solution assessment. 

 

    

Economy 3 3 4 5 

Efficiency 1 4 3 4 

Applicability 2 4 2 4 

Complexity  4 3 2 3 

Quality  4 3 4 5 

total 14 17 15 21 

rank 4 2 3 1 

1-bad 2-poor  3-fair  4-good  5-excellent  

As the Table 4-2 Solution assessment shows, the top ranking solution is the 
integrated trolley washing system refer to several factors.  
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5 Chapter: 
Modelling 

The integrated trolley washing system as Figure 5-1 show, mainly consists 
of the trailer frame, the brushes and support structure, the track manipulator. 
There are some other parts like the pipes and nozzles, fan and clamps, all 
fixed on the trailer. In addition, we also modelling the shopping trolley based 
on the common dimensions. After arranging every washing steps in system, 
we make sure the size of trailer is 250*150*180cm.   

The integrated trolley washing system has many advantages.  

1. Safe and reliable; All the washing process operated automatically 
inside the trailer, totally avoid man caused accidents. 

2. Fast and efficient; It will take 3 minutes to wash single trolley for 
manual washing and at least 1 minutes for traditional washing 
machines depends on the system, but our system only takes 35 seconds 
which greatly improves the efficiency. 

3. High washing quality and hygiene; washing process are controlled by 
PLC language, reasonable brushes design, add disinfection and drying 
step to keep the washing quality. 

4. Environmental and water conservation; It can clean up to 1,000 
cleaning cycles / trolleys with one tank full of water. In addition, our 
system equipped with a device to collect and recycling wastewater.  

5. Suitable and flexible; The system based on a trailer so that it can be 
transported by any vehicles. What’s more, it is flexible that it can 
change the position of brushes and manipulator to suit the different 
shopping trolley. 

6. Labour saving; It can be operated by only one person, what they need 
to do is just loading and uploading the trolley. 
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Figure 5-1 The integrated trolley washing system. 

The consists of the integrated trolley washing system: 

 
Figure 5-2 Basic components of system from front view. 
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Figure 5-3 Basic components of system from top view. 

The integrated trolley washing system consists of: 

1. Trailer front frame 

2. 2 rotating side brushes 

3. 1 rotating brush for the inside of the basket 

4. 1 rotating brush for the trolley handle bar  

5. Track manipulate 

6. Drying fan 

7. Control panel 

8. Pumps 

9. Water container 

10. Disinfectant container 

11. doors 

12. Sensors 

13. Flatbed trailer jack 

14. jets spray and pipes 

15. Shopping trolley 
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16. Ball Screw guide rail 

17. Rinse nozzles and disinfection  

18. Convenor plate 

19. Blocks bar 

20. motors 

21. Scupper 

22. Clamps to fix trolley 

23. Guide rail and belt 

5.1 Shopping trolley washing system working concept: 

 
Figure 5-4 Washing operation flow diagram. 
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Figure 5-5 System working principle diagram. 

How does our system work step by step: 

1. load the uncleaned trolley on the trailer 

2. block the trolley  

3. track manipulator drops down and capture 

4. convey the trolley 

5. two side brushes working 

6. two clamps fix the trolley 

7. track manipulator lifting 

8. middle brush drops down and working 

9. back brush drop down and working 

10. middle and back brushes retract 

11. track manipulator drops down, capture and convey 

12. rinse nozzles clean and disinfection  

13. industrial fan drying 

14. unload the cleaned trolley 
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All steps in the cleaning process are fully automatic. Only the loading of 
the uncleaned trolleys and the unloading of the cleaned and disinfected 
trolleys into and from the system have to be done manually. In addition, the 
length of cleaning steps can be adapted individually depending on the 
different shopping trolleys. 

5.2 The trailer  

5.2.1 Ball screw guide rail 

The function of guide rail is to direct the brushes through a roadway to 
clean the trolley from up to down and move back when it’s done or to save 
space for track manipulator. It can move with loading in a lineal reciprocating 
motion. As we found that there are two types or guide rails exist, ball guide 
and roller guider. In our case, we require heavy loading case and long distance, 
not so accurate, so we choose the NSK's standard Ball Screw Guide series 
(Figure 5-6).  

 
Figure 5-6 The ball screw guide rail in the trailer. 

The guider rail is driven by auto motor. The ball screw (Figure 5-7) 
assembly consists of a screw and a nut, each with matching helical grooves, 
and balls which roll between these grooves providing the only contact 
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between the nut and the screw. As the screw or nut rotates, the balls are 
deflected by the deflector into the ball return system of the nut and they travel 
through the return system to the opposite end of the ball nut in a continuous 
path. The balls then exit from the ball return system into the ball screw and 
nut thread raceways continuously to recirculate in a closed circuit. [16] 

 

Figure 5-7 External ball return system[16]. 

5.2.2 Two clamps 

This two clamps are installed in two sides of trailer (Figure 5-8) to fix the 
trolley when the track manipulatort release and the second brush start to work. 
It is driven by gas strut and the movement distance is 15cm. In order to avoid 
damaging to the trolley, we use soft rubber material in the front part. In 
addition, the rubber increase friction so that it fixes more firmly. To fit the 
shape of shopping trolley, we make the clamps have some angle like the 
figure 5-7 show.  
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Figure 5-8 Two clamps in the trailer and details. 

5.2.3 Pipes and nozzles 

As you can see from the trailer, the washing system only occupy the one 
side of trolley, the other side is empty. Thus we can put some stuff there, like 
motor, pump, control system as well as the water and disinfectants containers. 
To provide water for brushes and make high pressure water for the last 
cleaning step, we need pipes. Also, the nozzles spray disinfectants to clean the 
bacterial in the trolley that the brushes cannot reach. The modeling like Figure 
5-9 show. 
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Figure 5-9 Pipes and nozzles in the trailer. 

5.2.4 Support frame 

As we mentioned before, to balance the trailer, we have to apply some 
support structure under the trailer body. Thus, we use the flatbed trailer jack 
as the Figure 5-10 show. It is adjustable to suit different ground condition, 
even the ground is not flat.  
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Figure 5-10 The flatbed trailer jack working status and details. 

5.2.5 Cross flow fan 

After washing, a lot of water attach to the shopping trolley, so the last step 
is drying. A cross flow fan is a drying and dehumidification apparatus. It 
consists of motor, impeller and housing shown as Figure 5-11. The motor 
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drives the impeller to rotate quickly. The housing gathers the air to make high 
air volume. It can also heat the air by adding some heating element like 
copper wire in the opening position. By the way, the heating air can kill some 
bacterial too.  

 
Figure 5-11 Standard cross flow fan[17]. 

Here is the simple model of cross flow fan as Figure 5-12 show. 

 
Figure 5-12 The model of cross flow fan. 

5.2.6 Doors 

Since we have decided to use two doors solution, the problem becomes 
how to place the door. We thought about the hydraulic system door that is 
convenient and commonly applied in many vehicles, but it will cause some 
interference with trailer. So we gave up this idea.  

The final decision is the normal door that installed in both sides of trailer 
see Figure 5-13. Here the questions come, when the washing in processed, 
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how do we do with the doors? We cannot just let it open, Therefore, we put 
the doorpost outside a bit the trailer frame. The result is the door can open in 
270 degrees and we can fix the door close to the trailer to save space.  

 
  Figure 5-13  The front doors in open status and details. 

5.2.7 The conveyor plates 

The aim of conveyor plate is to help operator put the trolley on the trailer 
and deliver the trailer when the washing process finished. Two conveyor 
plates are installed where connected to the track in the trailer. It can rotate 
alone the shaft to reach the ground and be placed in vertical direction (Figure 
5-14). In the driving, it is catch between a bar and door to make sure its 
stability. 
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Figure 5-14 The conveyor plates in working and recovering status. 

5.2.8 Front brackets 

Usually, the trailer’s front brackets are fixed together with other brackets. 
In our case, we need to leave a way for shopping trolley, so the front brackets 
(Figure 5-15) have to be removed. To carry out this idea, we come out with a 
solution that is to make the brackets rotatable by adding a shaft so that it can 
hide under the trailer. 

 
Figure 5-15  The exploded view of front brackets. 
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5.2.9 Blocks 

In order to wash the trolley continuously and more efficient, when one 
trolley is in the washing process, the operator can put another one in the line. 
The block (Figure 5-16) is the starting position of trolley in the washing line. 
The block can only rotate in counter clockwise direction, then move back to 
vertical side by its gravity. Therefore, it can lock physically and automatically. 
By the way, there is a sensor on the block to transfer the start signal that the 
trolley is ready.  

 
Figure 5-16 The blocks in working status. 

5.3 The shopping cart design 

The shopping cart is different in its size and types according to the various 
supermarket, but we choose the most popular one that used in most of 
supermarket. The dimension of this shopping trolley is 1110*11017*553mm. 
Our washing system is designed based on this trolley. Here is the modelling 
of shopping trolley as Figure 5-17 show. 
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Figure 5-17  The model of shopping trolley. 

Table 5-1 Cart components and cleaning consideration. 

Part Description Consideration 
Frame Steel Tubing  

Handel bar Steel Tubing / Plastic  

Basket(upper) Steel wire  

Basket(lower) Steel wire  

Child set Steel wire / Plastic  

Wheels Front / Real  

Belts Polyester / Nylon  

Miscellaneous 

(Covers, caps, seat) 

Plastic  

Casters Steel  
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5.4 Brushes design 

Roller brush washing structure consists of roller brush, motor and support 
frame. The washing quality depends on the material of brush, the brush’s 
structure and layout. For instance, the brush could be made of rubber and 
bristles, during the washing process, certain pressure need to be applied on the 
brush against the trolley surface. Another solution is to use polyethylene to 
make approximately 0.6mm plastic wire or fix the cloth, rubber on the 
rotating drum with hang freely. When it rotates, centrifugal force causes 
bristles to open necessary diameter. The pressure is not required for this kind 
of brush. We choose the latter. 

Here are the brush modes in three different positions as Figure 5-18 show. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-18 Three brushes in different position. 

To meet the cleaning standard, the brush and trolley should have a relative 
motion. So either the trolley moves, or the brush move. The general rotating 
speed of roller brush is around120r / min. 
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Figure 5-19 Three brushing steps. 

The first brushing step is to clean the two vertical sides of trolley including 
the wheels. The manipulator pull the cart do relative motion with brushes.     

The second brush clean the inside surface of trolley. It does not only rotate 
itself but also can move up and down alone the guide rail. To make sure the 
brush can reach every area, we design its diameter large enough. It is about  

The third brush is placed in horizontal direction to clean the back area of 
trolley that include the hand bar. It has an angle that makes it more 
complicated to clean than others. So the guides rails are designed to be 
inclined. 

 

First brushing step Second brushing step Third brushing step 
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5.5 Manipulator design 

Manipulate is a device to capture and transport objects automatically 
instead of people from heavy work which consists of executive body, drive 
mechanism and control systems. In our system, the track manipulator consists 
of pulleys, belts and track, motor and manipulator part. According to the 
requirement of motion, we designed the manipulate refer to the hydraulic 
scissor lift table which is the most common industrial lift so far. In addition, 
hydraulic has many advantages, such as quick action, fast reaction, low 
resistance loss and cheap cost, etc. so we choose it. 

Here is our track manipulate (see Figure 5-20) 

Figure 5-20  Components of track manipulate. 

 Top plate– To connect the body to the beam in the belt and slide rail. 

 Bottom plate –It contains the track the scissor legs travel in and place 
the scissor legs. 

 Scissor legs – These are the vertical members that allow the platform 
to change elevation. 

 Hydraulic cylinder –To allow plate to lift and lower. 

Top plate 

bottom plate 

Scissor legs 

spring 

Press frame 

Support frame 

Hydraulic cylinder 

Capture fingers blocks 
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 Support frame: To support the manipulate and connect with belts and 
guide rail to give the horizontal motion 

 Capture fingers–To capture the hander bar of shopping trolley 

 Blocks–Connect with press frame, give force to capture finger 

 Press frame–press the hander bar to generate a vertical distance 

 Spring–fix the capture finger in an original position 

5.5.1 Requirement for track manipulate: 

1. Convey shopping trolley Steadily and constantly 

2. Rise and fall quickly 

3. Capture the hand bar accurately  

4. Driven Automatically by PLC program 

5.5.2 Design parameters 

Table 5-2 Manipulate design parameters. 

Weight 2.18 kg 

Number of 3 

Convey distance 200cm 

Lift distance 15cm 

Capture distance 5cm 

Loading 0 

Drive mode for Motor and belt 

Drive mode for Pneumatic cylinder 

Drive mode for Physically (link, 

Positioning 1mm 
Control method PLC program 
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5.5.3 Movement Analysis 

1. Move back and forth 

Considering that the motion of manipulate in horizontal direction is stable, 
continuous and long distance, we adopt the belt and slide rail, driven by a 
motor. The belt gives the driving force to manipulate and slide rail support it. 
The PLC language control the motor in terms of pause and start as well as the 
motion direction. Several sensors installed on the trailer to detect it. 

 
Figure 5-21 The manipulate with belt and guide rail in the trailer. 

2. Rise and lower 

A hydraulic lift plate raises and lowers when hydraulic fluid is forced into 
or out of the hydraulic cylinder. Due to the hydraulic fluid is pressed into the 
cylinder, the cylinder stroke outward force scissors legs apart. [18] 

Raising process: As one end of the inner and outer leg is connected to both 
the bottom and top plate, which rises vertically as scissors leg open.  

Lowering process: The lift plate is lowered by opening a down valve that 
force fluid out of the cylinder at a certain rate.  
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Figure 5-22 The manipulate in raising and lowering status. 

3. Capture  

For the capture part, we use the physical link mechanisms (Figure 5-23) to 
control it since its motion is very simple. We need to capture the hand bar 
when the manipulate goes down, so we designed these link mechanisms. The 
working principle is when the manipulate goes down, the link mechanisms are 
pressed by handle of trolley to raise, transforming the vertical motion to 
horizontal motion, the blocks force the capture finger clamp. 

 

 
Figure 5-23 The capture part working diagram. 
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5.6 Water recycling desigen 

The washing process cost massive water, in order to save water, we 
designed a water recycling part in this system (Figure 5-24). There are 6 
scuppers on the trailer to collect the dirty water, also the conveyor track can 
leak water. The scuppers stop the large trash like chewing gum, paper, etc. in 
case it blocks the pipes. The collected water through a filter to water 
container, therefore it can be used again. 

 

 
Figure 5-24 The scuppers design. 
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5.7 Other design 

Expect for all those parts, on the other side of trailer, we set up the most 
important part in the system, the control panel, which has one LCD screen to 
display all the information and several bottoms to control/adjust the motion 
/distance of each part. In addition to the start and stop bottom, an emergency 
bottom is designed on the panel.  

Considering that we adopt many electronic device like motors, controller 
and cables as well, we need to fix the waterproof problem. Therefore, we built 
a wall to preserve the controller from water. For motors, we use brushless 
servomotors, which are waterproof and install a waterproof box in the outside 
of the motor. Lastly, for the cable, it has the waterproof material (plastic 
jacket) outermost layer. The problem is we need to protect it from dragging, 
so the Plastic Cable Drag Chains, which are popularly used in industrial 
electronic equipment, are proposed in protection of cable wire. 

 
Figure 5-25 The other side in the trailer. 

Disinfection container 

Water container 
pump 

Control panel 
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6 Chapter: 
Selection of power and ball screw 

Motors and pneumatic cylinders are common and effective powers. In this 
case, they are so suitable that drive trolley washing system. Motors are use for 
conveying and washing trolleys, pneumatic cylinders are applied to drive the 
movement of some devices. 

Ball screws, as convey parts, take tilt and vertical brushes up and down to 
wash inside and back of trolley. 

6.1 Selection of ball screw 

The ball screw (Figure 6-1) is a desired product which translates rotational 
motion to linear motion with little friction[19]. So it is an effective way to 
control brushes move that motor takes ball screw.  

 
Figure 6-1 Ball screw[20] 

In this system, there are two ball screws applied to move brushes, one of 
them is tilt brush, another is vertical brush. 
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6.1.1 Roraty speed of ball screw 

Motor for vertical ball screw as an example, the solution is followed. In 
this case, it is hard to study directly the vertical motor speed, so we turn to 
study the vertical brush firstly. Total length of vertical brush moving is 1000 
mm by 6 s. Moreover, acceleration and deceleration times are both 0.5 s. The 
pitch thread of two ball screw are both about 5 mm. 

Below table shows the known information. 

Table 6-1 Basic information of motor speed for vertical ball screw. 

Parameter Value Unit 

t1 0.5 s 

t2 5.0 s 

xb 1000 mm 

P 5 mm 

Then, like solving motor speed of track manipulator, the equations come 
out. 

 ( 6-1 ) 

 ( 6-2 ) 

 ( 6-3 ) 

 ( 6-4 ) 
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By calculation, the result shows on Table 6-2. 

Table 6-2 Result of calculating motor speed for ball screw. 

Parameter Value Unit 

vb 181.8 mm/s 

ab 363.6 mm/s2 

x1 45.45 mm 

x2 909 mm 

Due the pitch thread is 5 mm, the motor speed can be earned by below 
equation. 

 ( 6-5 ) 

Finally, the value of motor speed for vertical ball screw is 36.36 r/s 2182 
rpm . Make n1=2200 rpm. Then new data comes out, t1=0.5, t2=4.95 s and 
a1=0.367 m/s. 

By same method, the value of motor speed for tilt ball screw is 32.4 r/s 
(1944 rpm). Make n2=2000 rpm. Then new data comes out, t3=0.5 s, t4=7.8 s 
and a2=0.334 m/s. 

Therefore, the rated speed is 2500 rpm for ball screw motors. 
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6.1.2 Calculation of ball screw for vertical brush 

Below information is basic condition about vertical ball screw, which is 
going to calculate some data to choose a suitable ball screw. 

Table 6-3 Condition of using for vertical ball screw. 

Named Symbol Value Unit 

Load weight W 13 kg 

Maximum stroke Smax 1000 mm 

Maximum velocity Vmax 183.3 mm/s 

Acceleration and 
deceleration time 

t 0.5 s 

Life expectancy Lh 15000 h 

Friction coefficient μ 0.02 / 

Rotation speed Nmax 2500 rpm 

Where, due to two sliders share the load, load weight in Table 6-3 is 1/3 of 
total load. 

 
Figure 6-2 Working time of vertical ball screw. 
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Solution: 

Step 1. Determine thread pitch (L) 

 ( 6-6 ) 

Thread pitch need to be over 4.4 mm. As a result, L=5 mm. 

Step 2. Determine nut 

1. Calculation of axial Load 

There are three formulas for different motions. 

Uniform motion: 

 ( 6-7 ) 

Acceleration: 

 ( 6-8 ) 

Deceleration: 

 ( 6-9 ) 

Where, a is axial acceleration from 6.1.1. 

2. Working time 

Table 6-4 Working time of vertical ball screw. 

Mode Acceleration Uniform 
velocity 

Deceleration 

Time 0.5 s 4.95 s 0.5 s 

The total time is 5.95 s. 

3. Conclusion of axial load, rotary speed and time 

Table 6-5 Conclusion of axial load, rotary speed and time  

Mode Axial load Rotary speed Time percent 

Acceleration 6505 N 1100 rpm 8.4% 
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Uniform 
motion 

6500 N 2200 rpm 83.2% 

Deceleration 6495 N 1100 rpm 8.4% 

4. Calculation of average load 

Based on data from Table 6-5, average load is 6500 N, which is calculated 
by below formula. 

 ( 6-10 ) 

5. Calculation of average rotary speed 

Based on data from Table 6-5, average rotary speed is 2015.2 rpm, which 
is calculated by below formula. 

 ( 6-11 ) 

6. Calculation of basic rated load 

1) Calculation of duty life 

The time of 1 cycle is 34.9 s and working time is 11.9 s. 

The duty life equals to 5115 hours which is obtained by below formula.  

 ( 6-12 ) 

where, 

Lho is duty life, which is life expectancy except stop time. 

Lh is life expectancy. 

2) Calculation of basic dynamic rated load 

Ensuring duty life of the case, find the required basic dynamic rated load of 
the ball screw. The formula follows. 

 ( 6-13 ) 

Where, 

Nm is average rotary speed. 

Pm is axial average load. 
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fW is operating factor. Shock-free static operation, fW=1.0~1.2. Normal 
operation, fW=1.2~1.5. Shock operation, fW=1.5~2.0. Here, fW=1.2. 

Hence, C=66456 N. 

Step 3. Checking 

1. Checking of axial load 

Distance of loading points, l=900 mm. 

Set up method: fixed-fixed, m=19.9. 

Root diameter of screw thread, d=13 mm. 

And the formula for maximum axial load follows. 

 ( 6-14 ) 

Finally, , so the value of axial load meets the 
demands. 

2. Checking of rotary speed 

Set up method: fixed-fixed, g=21.9. 

Support interval, l=900 mm. 

And the formula for allowable rotary speed follows. 

 ( 6-15 ) 

Finally, , so the value of rotary speed meets 
the demands. 

3. Checking allowable rotary speed 

 ( 6-16 ) 
Where, 

Dm is outside diameter. 

N is maximum rotary speed. 

So, the result meets the requirement. 

Step 4. Choosing ball screw 

Based on Pm, Nm, etc., suitable ball screw can be chosen. 
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6.1.3 Calculation of ball screw for tilt brush 

Below information is basic condition about vertical ball screw, which is 
going to calculate some data to choose a suitable ball screw. 

Table 6-6 Condition of using for tilt ball screw. 

Named Symbol Value Unit 

Load weight W 10 kg 

Maximum stroke Smax 1380 mm 

Maximum velocity Vmax 166.7 mm/s 

Acceleration and deceleration 
time 

t 0.5 s 

Life expectancy Lh 15000 h 

Friction coefficient μ 0.02 / 

Rotation speed Nmax 2500 rpm 

Angle cosθ 0.33 / 

Where, due to two sliders share the load, load weight in Table 6-6 is 1/3 of 
total load. 
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Figure 6-3 Working time of tilt ball screw. 

By same method as 6.1.2, the conclusion of tilt ball screw can be gotten as 
Table 6-7shown. 

Table 6-7 The calculation result of tilt ball screw. 

Parameter Value Unit 

C 17875 N 

L 5 mm 

Lho 6502 h 

Nm 1886 rpm 

Pm 1649.99 N 

What is more, each parameter has been already checked and meets 
requirement. 
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6.1.4 Determined ball screws 

Based on the results that form 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, ball screws can be chosen. 

Finding on internet to pick out two satisfied products. And proper ball 
screws Figure 6-4 are found easily in Alibaba. , the ball screws are determined 
with Table 6-8 details. 

Table 6-8 Specification of determined ball screws. 

Position Vertical brush Tilt brush 

Total length 1000 mm 1800 mm 

Load Max 50 kg 
(vertical) 

Max 50 kg 
(vertical) 

Diameter 16 mm 25 mm 

Thread pitch 5 mm 5 mm 

Setting Accuracy   

Self-locking 

Quantity 

 
Figure 6-4 Determined ball screw[21]. 
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6.2 Selection of motors 

6.2.1 Torque of motor for ball screw 

Considering the torque, the necessary data are on below table including 
force and radius of ball screw. 

Table 6-9 Force on ball screw and the radius of ball screw. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Fv 500 N 

Ft 300 N 

Rv 0.008 m 

Rt 0.0125 m 

v is vertical, t is tilt. 

The torques can be earned by below formula. 

 ( 6-17 ) 
The conclusion are Tv=4 Nm and Tt=3.75 Nm. 

6.2.2 Calculation of motor for track manipulator 

6.2.2.1 Calculation of torque 
The load of track manipulator is 130 N and radius is 0.035 m. Then, by 

formula  ( 6-17 ), torque of motor is 4.55 Nm for track 
manipulator. 

6.2.2.2 Calculation of rotary speed 
In this case, the overall distance is 1700mm that track manipulator moves. 

Moreover, it spends about 7 s to move from initial position to a middle 
position that is 1150 mm from the initial position. After washing, it restarts 
moving to ending position by about 5 s that is 550 mm from the middle 
position. And acceleration and deceleration times are both 0.5 s. 
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The time of returning is 5 s. 

Firstly, consider the manipulator moves right. Based on above information 
and the function of reversible gear motor, the exact motor speed can be earned 
by following. 

Table 6-10 shows the known information. 

Table 6-10 Basic information of motor speed for track manipulator. 

Parameter Value Unit 

t1 0.5 s 

t2 6 s 

t3 4 s 

xt 1150 mm 

xb 550 mm 

X 1700 mm 

D 70 mm 

t1 is acceleration or deceleration time, t2 is the time of uniform motion for moving right, t3 is the time of 
uniform motion for moving left and D is the diameter of pulley. 

For front part, below equations come out. x1 is the distance of acceleration 
and deceleration. x2 is the distance of uniform motion. 

 ( 6-18 ) 

 ( 6-19 ) 

 ( 6-20 ) 

 ( 6-21 ) 

By calculation, the value of velocity works out as 176.9 mm/s. Following 
below formula, the rotation speed is earned as 48.3 rpm. 

 ( 6-22 ) 
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Check selectable reversible gear motors, we find the reduction ratio range 
of YN-100-120 is from 1:3~1:300. 

Table 6-11 Reduction ratio of vary types reversible gear motor[22]. 

Type Reduction Ratio 

 

YN-100-120 

1:3~1:20 

1:25~1:50 

1:60~1:300 

Then, check Table 6-12, we choose rotation speed is 50 rpm, and the gear 
reduction ratio is 1:30 which is in an alternative range. 

Table 6-12 The relationship of rotation speed and gear reduction ratio (in 
reverse)[22]. 

Rotation speed (rpm) 60 50 40 35 30 

Gear reduction ratio 25 30 36 40 50 

Checking: a new value of velocity comes out by  ( 6-22 ), v’= 
183.2 m/s. And new relationship shows as below equations. 

 ( 6-23 ) 

 ( 6-24 ) 

 ( 6-25 ) 

 ( 6-26 ) 

From above 4 equations, . Make  and , 
then other parameter can be obtained as Table 6-13 shown. 

Table 6-13 Result of calculating motor speed for track manipulator (front 
part). 

Parameter Value Unit 

v' 183.2 mm/s 

a' 366.4 mm/s2 
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t1
’ 0.5 s 

t2
’ 5.8 s 

x1
’ 45.8 mm 

x2
’ 1058.4 mm 

For back part, follow the same method of front part, and get , 
 and a same velocity to front part. 

Therefore, for manipulator moving right, we choose the gear reduction 
ratio is 1:30 and the motor rotation speed is 50 rpm. 

Secondly, for manipulator moving left i.e. the part of manipulator returns 
back. By known and same solution, the value of rotation speed assesses as 
103.18 rpm. Check Table 6-14, we choose rotation speed is 120 rpm, and the 
gear reduction ratio is 1:15 which is in an alternative range. 

Table 6-14 The relationship of rotation speed and gear reduction ratio (in 
turning )[22]. 

Rotation speed (rpm) 150 120 100 80 

Gear reduction ratio 10 12.5 15 18 

Then, the new total time is 4.4 s and the maximum velocity is 439.6 mm/s. 

Therefore, for manipulator moving left, we choose the gear reduction ratio 
is 1:15 and the motor rotation speed is 120 rpm. 

6.2.3 Calculation of motor for driving brushes 

On same way, torque and speed are applied to find proper motors. The 
basic data and torque are shown on Table 6-15. Torque can be worked out by 

 ( 6-17 ). 
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Table 

Position Tilt brush Vertical brush Sides brushes 

Load 250 N 300 N 400 N 

Radius 0.02 m 0.025 m 0.01 m 

Torque 5 Nm 7.5 Nm 4 Nm 

What is more, rotary speed of brush is hard to calculate accurately. But in 
general, it is useful and efficient that rotary speed is 100 rpm to 150 rpm. 

6.2.4  Determined motors 

Motor is designed to transform other energy into mechanical energy[23]. 
While, servomotor as one of motors, is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that 
allows for precise control of angular or linear position, velocity and 
acceleration[24]. In this thesis, AC (Alternating Current) motors are fit for 
trolley washing system. 

In 
Motors 

 

Table 
 

Table 
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Table 

 
Figure 

 
Figure 

These motors are chosen from Alibaba the global trade website[22][26][25]. 
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Table 

Position Track 
Manipulator 

Tilt Ball screw Vertical Ball 
screw 

Type of motor Reversible Gear 
motor 

Servomotor Servomotor 

Model Number YN100-120 SV-ML08-
1R0F-2-1A0 

SV-ML08-
1R0F-2-1A0 

Current 1.2 A 4.4 A 4.4 A 

Voltage 220 V 220 V 220 V 

Power 120 W 1000 W 1000 W 

Rated Speed 1300 rpm 2500 rpm 2500 rpm 

Rated Torque 881 Nm 4 Nm 4 Nm 

Max Torque - 12 Nm 12 Nm 

Serve driver - SV-DB100-
0R7-2-1R 

SV-DB100-
0R7-2-1R 

Quantity 1 1 1 
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Table 

Position Tilt Brush Vertical Brush Side Brush 

Type of Motor Servomotor Servomotor Servomotor 

Model Number SV-MM13-
1R5F-2-1A0 

SV-MM13-
1R5F-2-1A0 

SV-MH08-
1R0F-2-1A0 

Power 1500 W 1500 W 1000 W 

Rated Current 7.5 A 7.5 A 4.4 A 

Rated Speed 2500 rpm 2500 rpm 2500 rpm 

Rated Torque 7.7 Nm 7.7 Nm 4 Nm 

Max Torque 22 Nm 22 Nm 12 Nm 

Weight 10 kg 10 kg 3.8 kg 

Serve driver SV-DB100-
1R5-2-1R 

SV-DB100-
1R5-2-1R 

SV-DB100-
0R7-2-1R 

Quantity 1 1 2 

6.3 Selection of a pneumatic cylinder 

Pneumatic 
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Figure 

In 
Table 

Position Track Manipulator Double Side Fix 

Model Number SC 40-250 SC 32-200 

Shaft Diameter 40 mm 32 mm 

Necessary Stroke 200 mm 150 mm 

Maximum Stroke 250 mm 200 mm 

Quantity 1 2 

These 
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7 Chapter: 
Structure analysis  

7.1 Hand calculation for welding of track manipulator 

Welding 

 
Figure 

As 

 
Figure 
Above 
Table 

Parameter Value Unit 

L 415  mm 

b 30 mm 

h 20 mm 

F 250 N 
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Solution: 

Step 1. Try a and material. a is welding height here. 

The width value of welding a=3 mm, the material is SIS1311-13. Then, 
allowable normal load case is 147 MPa. 

Step 2. Calculate moment of inertia. 

For beam, moment of inertia Ix for rectangle is formula  ( 7-1 ). 

 ( 7-1 ) 

For weld, moment of inertia Ix is followed by formula 
 ( 7-2 ).  

 ( 7-2 ) 

Then, the results of above equations are following: 

Table 7-2 The moment of inertia values for beam and weld. 

 beam weld 

Ix (mm4) 20000 32728 

 

Step 3. Calculate stress. 

From known, F=250 N and L=415 mm, the torque of beam can be worked 
out. 

 ( 7-3 ) 
The 

For beam, due to b=30 mm and h= 20 mm, the maximum section stress 
v
a
l
u
e
 
o
f
 
b
e
a
m
 

 ( 7-4 ) 

For weld, there are two stress values calculated that are point A and point 
B. 
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Firstly, for point A, the calculated stress value follows equation 
 ( 7-5 ).  

 ( 7-5 ) 

In this case, the value of  and  is same, so result can be get as 
equation  ( 7-6 ). 

 ( 7-6 ) 

Then, the multi-axis stress σj can be calculated as following formula. 

 ( 7-7 ) 

Due to the values of  and  are both equals to 0 and equation 

 ( 7-6 ), formula  ( 7-7 ) 
translates as below equation. 

 ( 7-8 ) 

 For point B, the method is similar to point A. The maximum normal stress 
is 31.7 MPa followed the below equation. 

 ( 7-9 ) 

In this case, the value of  and  is same. So, the result, 22.4 MPa, can 
be get as equation  ( 7-6 ). There is parallel orientation shear 

stress  , which is 3.3 MPa obtained by equation  ( 7-10 ). 

 ( 7-10 ) 

Then, calculate the multi-axis stress for point B based on 
 ( 7-7 ). In this case, the values of  is  

equals to 0. 

Hence, results of stress for beam and weld have worked out and shown as 
Table 7-3. 

Table 7-3 The final result of stress value for beam and weld. 
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 Beam Weld point A Weld point B 

Stress (MPa) 51.9 58.3 44.9 

Step 4. Safety factor. 

For beam, . So, the safety factor for beam is 2.8. 

For weld, , . So, the safety factor for weld 

is 2.5. 

Step 5. Conclusion. 

In fact, the size of chosen welding is the smallest, and the allowed stress 
value is also the smallest on optional range i.e. the chosen material has the 
lowest function. However, the safety factors are still high. Therefore, a=3 mm 
and material is SIS1311-13 can save the track manipulator. 

7.2 Simulation in software 

To validate our hand calculations and help in weld design we carried out 
FEM analysis of the welds in inventor 2016. 

The support structure of middle brush need to support the heavy brushes 
and move up and down, which make it more dangerous, so we choose it to do 
the stress analysis. The material property applied is those for steel SIS1311-13. 
Figure 8-3 shows the applied forces. It undertakes around 500N weight totally, 
so each beam share 250N. The left side of the structure is fixed. The width 
value of welding a=3 mm. 
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Figure 7-3 The applied forces in the structure. 

The figure 8-4 shows the mesh. We focus on the welds part since we 
already know that the dangerous area should near the weld. Therefore, the 
mesh size of other area is larger than weld.  

 

 
 Figure 7-4 The mesh of the structure. 

As figure 8-5 shows, the maximum Von Mises stress on the weld is 63.68 
MPa, compared with the hand calculation (58.3 MPa), it is very closed. In 
addition, according to the material, the allowable stress for normal load case 
is 147 MPa, so it is complete safe. 
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Figure 7-5 The maximum Von Mises stress in the structure. 

The maximum result of displacement is 4,047mm in the edge of right side. 
Considering that the material has elasticity, it is normal value. 

 
Figure 7-6 The maximum displacement in the structure. 

According to the result of the safety factor, the minimum is 0,86ul, the 
maximum is 15ul, so it is safe.  
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Figure 7-7 The result of safety factor in the structure. 

In conclusion, the support structure with 3mm weld and SIS1311-13 
material is safe. 
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8 Chapter: 
Design of PLC control system 

8.1 Design principles of PLC control system 

The basic principles of designing PLC control system are 1) selected PLC 
must meet the requirements of controlled object. 2) pursue simple, 
economical, easy to use and maintain control system. 3) make sure control 
system safety and reliable. 

8.2 Design procedures of PLC control system 

The first and most important step is the function design of PLC control 
system, which means determine the work and requirements of system 
according to the function and process of controlled object. Then, analysing the 
PLC control system function, which means propose the constructive form, the 
type and number of signal, the scale and layout of system. Finally, determine 
the PLC mode and configuration of system. The design of PLC control system 
can be proceeding as follows (Figure 8-1): 

1. Evaluate and determine the control requirements, analyse the work 
flow and characters, understand the cooperation of controlled the 
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic objects. 

2. Determine the required input such as button and travel limit switch and 
output such as contactor coil and solenoid valve based on the 
requirements of control system. Select PLC mode and auxiliary module 
if needed. 

3. Distribute input and output addresses of PLC, determine the 
corresponded ports of control buttons, switches, contactor coils and 
solenoid valves. Draw the external wiring diagram so that the 
programming can be procced.  

4. Design the control flow of completely working cycle. The software 
design and hardware design can be proceeding at the same time to 
decrease the design period. Then the programme should be debugged, 
checked and simulated. In the construction site, the control cabinet and 
wires should be arranged. 
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5. After completing of both software and hardware design, the entire 
system shall accept on-line debugging to test if the control system 
meets the requirements. If it is, backup technical files and come into 
use the PLC control system. If it is not, then revise software or 
hardware part until the PLC control system meet the demands. 
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Figure 8-1 Design procedures of PLC control system. 
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8.3 Hardware design of PLC control system 

8.3.1 Control requirements of washing system 

Wash shopping carts continuously, automatically with high quality 
cleaning. Operators could choose three different working modes, which are 
manual, automatic and reset modes, based on actual situation by buttons. 
These three modes can only enable any one of them at the same time so that 
the commands will not cause conflicts. All of the moveable mechanisms 
should be limited within the moving range by travel limit switch to ensure the 
operation security. Besides, the next action shall perform only when the 
relevant objects move into right position. Even if unpredictable accident 
happens, the shopping cart washing system can work in the manually mode to 
move the brushes, cylinders and manipulator. In the emergency, operator can 
just hit the sudden button, and then all the washing system will shut down to 
protect humans or carts. 

8.3.2 Control analysis of washing system 

The washing system consist of manipulator, side brushes, vertical brush, 
tilted brush, air cylinders, water and disinfection spray and drying modules. 
The horizontal movement of manipulator is powered by single-phase 
asynchronous motor, YN-100-120, and enable the manipulator move right or 
left by controlling the forward or reverse of the motor. Two manipulator 
horizontal travel limit switches are installed at the two ends of trailer to limit 
the manipulator moving range.  

The vertical movement accompany with the capture and release of 
manipulator is drive by air cylinder. In the middle of the cart washing system, 
air cylinders power two clamps as well. The PLC controls the cylinder 
through the solenoid valve, whose different valve location correspond to high 
or low electrical level. There are also vertical travel limit switches installed to 
constrain the vertical movement of manipulator, vertical brush and tilted 
brush. 

The powers of rotation and vertical movement of brushes are servomotors. 
The accompanied servo drives control the forward or reverse and rotate speed 
according to the input values of the PLC system.  Post-process includes water, 
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disinfection spray and drying activated by travel limit switch at the end of 
washing process. 

In the manual mode, operators control the position of manipulator and 
brushes by several buttons such as arm right & left, arm up & down, vertical 
brush up &down and tilted brush up & down buttons. The positions of 
cylinders could be controlled by cylinder extent & shrink button.  

In the reset mode, if the reset button is pressed, all the mechanisms go back 
to original position, which means that all the brushes stop rotate, vertical and 
tilted brushes go to highest position, manipulator goes to left and highest 
position and cylinders shrink automatically. 

8.3.3 PLC CPU selection 

After analyzing the control objectives, required number of input and output 
ports are decided. There are 32 needed input ports and 18 needed output ports. 
Therefore, the CPU226 is selected because it has 24 input ports and 16 output 
ports, which is the maximum mode in the Siemens S7-200 class. The rest 
needed I/O ports supplemented by extension module, which should have at 
least eight input ports and two output ports. Therefore, the EM223 24VDC 
(6ES7 223-1PH22-OXA0) extension module is selected, which has 
8input/8output ports. The spare ports could be used for backup because the 
system could still running by changing the any faulted ports to backup ports. 

8.3.4 Distribution of input and output ports 

Table 8-1 Distribution of input ports 

Input 
addresses 

Peripheral Input 
addresses 

Peripheral 

I0.0 Tilted brush 
rotation button 

I2.0 Manual button 

I0.1 Auto button I2.1 Arm right button 

I0.2 Stop button I2.2 Arm left button 

I0.3 Reset button I2.3 Arm stop button 
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I0.4 Enter limit switch I2.4 Arm down button 

I0.5 Arm down button I2.5 Arm up button 

I0.6 Arm up button I2.6 Vertical brush up button 

I0.7 Clean switch 1 I2.7 Vertical brush down button 

I1.0 Vertical brush up 
limit 

I3.0 Tilted brush up button 

I1.1 Titled brush down 
limit 

I3.1 Tilted brush down button 

I1.2 Tilted brush up 
limit 

I3.2 Cylinder extent button 

I1.3 Post-process limit 
switch 

I3.3 Cylinder shrink button 

I1.4 Arm right limit I3.4 Post-process button 

I1.5 Arm left limit I3.5 Start button 

I1.6 Clean switch 2 I3.6 Side brush rotation button 

I1.7 Vertical brush 
down limit 

I3.7 Vertical brush rotation button 

Table 8-2 Distribution of output ports 

Q0.0 Vertical brush 
move enable 

Q1.1 Side brush1 rotation enable 

Q0.1 tilted brush move 
enable 

Q1.2 Side brush2 rotation enable 

Q0.2 Arm move right Q1.3 disinfection 

Q0.3 Arm move left Q1.4 Water spray 
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Q0.4 Arm stop Q1.5 drying 

Q0.5 Arm down Q1.6 Vertical brush rotation enable 

Q0.6 Arm up Q1.7 Tilted brush rotation enable 

Q0.7 Cylinder1 extent Q2.0 Cylinder1 shrink 

Q1.0 Cylinder2 shrink Q2.1 Cylinder2 extent 
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8.3.5 External wiring diagram 

 
Figure 8-2 External wiring diagram of CPU226. 
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Figure 8-3 External wiring diagram of extension module EM223. 
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8.4 Software design of PLC control system  

8.4.1 Introduction of S7-200 programming software  

Siemens S7-200 PLC use STEP 7-Micro/WIN to programming, which is a 
Windows based, powerful development software. The main interface is shown 
in Figure 8-4, which consist of navigation bar, instruction tree, user interface, 
output window and condition bar. Users can customize interface by hide 
windows or not as needed. The symbols include input and output ports can be 
defined in symbol table as Figure 8-5 shows. 

 
Figure 8-4 Main interface of STEP 7-Micro/WIN. 
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Figure 8-5 Symbol table in STEP 7-Micro/WIN. 

8.4.2 Analyses of process flow of washing system 

The process flow of washing for each trolley includes several steps as 
Figure 8-6 shows. In the very beginning, the SM0.1, whose state is same as 
main power, should be closed to move to the initial step (step 0). If the auto 
mode button and enter limit switch are closed at the same time, PLC moves to 
step 1, which means manipulator goes down to capture the trolley until the 
manipulator down limit switch closed. PLC goes to step 2 and experiences 
0.5s delay to ensure the capture. When the time is out, step 3 activated to 
enable manipulator to moves right, side brush1 and 2 to rotate. When the 
manipulator closes the clean switch 1 and PLC moves to step 4, it will stop 
moving so that the rotated vertical brush could go down to clean the inside of 
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trolley. Delaying of 0.5s to ensure the cleaning quality in step 5. After the 
delay time, vertical brush goes back to high place in step 6. Manipulator drag 
trolley to right side afterwards in step 7 until the clean switch 2 closed. PLC 
moves to step 8 and manipulator stop 0.5s later so that two cylinders could 
extent to fix the trolley in step 9. After another 0.5s delay to ensure the fix, 
manipulator goes up to release and free up the space for cleaning the handle 
of trolley in step 10. Then, the rotated titled brush moves down, stay for 0.5s 
and goes up in step 11,12 and 13. PLC proceed step 14, manipulator goes 
down to capture the trolley again, until down travel switch closed afterwards. 
Two cylinders shrink to release the trolley moves right in step 15,16. After 
that, the post processing step 17,18 and 19, representing disinfection, water 
spray, drying and releasing respectively, will proceeded. At last, manipulator 
goes up and back to left side of the washer in step 20,21 and back to step 0. If 
the next trolley closes the enter limit switch, next working cycle will follow 
the same processes as before.  

Based on the whole working process, the PLC programme should apply 
sequential control. The next step could be proceeded only when the transition 
condition satisfied so that the washer could operate step by step. Otherwise 
PLC will remain in present step unless new order is given. Therefore, the 
intermediate relays M are defined to regulate process flow. 

Except auto mode, the shopping cart washing system also need manual 
mode if the users want to operate washer by hand. In this mode, output 
winding of each moveable objects connected to corresponded buttons so as to 
control manipulator, side, vertical, titled brushes, cylinders, disinfection, 
water spray and drying by pressing buttons manually. 

Last but not least, it is also necessary to build rest mode because the 
washer needs to back to original condition if the washing needs to be 
interrupted or unpredictable issues happened. In reset mode, the reset 
behavior activated by start button. If the button is pressed, manipulator moves 
up then back to left side. All brushes stop immediately and vertical, titled 
brush goes up along with the shrinking of cylinders. 
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Figure 8-6 Work process flow diagram of trolley washing system. 

8.4.3 Ladder programming 

Because the control system has multiple modes, so the programme need 
apply main-sub architecture. The main programme activated each mode when 
the corresponding mode button pressed as Figure 8-7 shows. In the brunch of 
auto mode, the stop button could shut down the washer no matter which step 
is proceeded to protect operators or trolley. 
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Figure 8-7 Main programme. 

8.4.4 The control of servomotor 

The rotation and movement of brushes are drove by servomotors, which 
are matched with corresponding servo drivers.  Based on the specifications of 
selected servo drivers[31], PLC should output voltage within 10V, which 
represent the rotate speed from highest reverse speed to highest forward 
speed. In S7-200, PLC choose from -32000 to 32000 to represent the -10V to 
10V output in the move word module as Figure 8-8 shows. 

8.4.5 Manual mode programming 

In the manual, each button connects to corresponding output windings.  In 
order to avoid giving opposite commands, relevant networks are interlocked. 
For example, the arm left button will not enable even it pressed when the 
manipulator moving to right side. Besides, travel limit switches also restrict 
the range of motion of each controlled objectives as Figure 8-8 shows. The 
windings of controlled objectives are switched off when the relevant travel 
limit switches opened. 
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Figure 8-8 Part of manual mode programme. 

8.4.6 Auto mode programming 

The intermediate relay play a important role in the auto mode because 
without them, the whole control flow can not proceed in sequence. In Figure 
8-9, the winding M0.0 will be closed if the initial conditions satisfied and then 
M0.0 self-hold. After that, M0.0 will close M0.1 and enable manipulator to 
move down if the auto mode button and enter limit switch are closed as well. 
Besides, the M0.0 will open because of the closing of M0.1, which means the 
control flow transfered from step 0 to step 1. Then, the M0.2 will not be 
closed and self-holded until the manipulator arrive at the lowest position and 
close  arm down limit switch. At the same time, timer T33 start timing and it 
will close 0.5s later because input value 50 is given with the 10ms unit timer. 
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Figure 8-9 Part of auto mode programme. 

8.4.7 Reset mode programming 

The resting is proceeded by switching on intermediate relay M3.2 and it 
will not open until the manipulator moves back to original position and two 
brushes go back to highest position as Figure 8-10 shows. In order to avoid 
hitting the trolley or operators, the manipulator can move left only when the 
arm high limit closed. Meanwhile, all the power of rotations of brushes will 
off and two air cylinders will shrink. 
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Figure 8-10 Part of reset mode programme. 
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9 Chapter: 
Conclusion and future work 

9.1 Conclusion 

Considering lower budget and customers’ health, this movable shopping 
cart washing system can offer an efficient service for small and middle 
supermarket. 

This thesis paper accomplishes tasks including: 

1. Based on necessary functions for movable shopping cart washing 
system and researching the moving route of trolley, a set of designs 
are determined. Meanwhile, it satisfies the demand that are efficient 
and low cost. 

2. Depending on the demand from mechanic and speed, ball screws, 
motors and pneumatic cylinders are chosen by a set of calculations. 
Then, they offer enough power to achieve the aim of washing carts. 

3. This paper completes the control system based on some data from 
hardware. The reliability of control system is improved by using PLC 
controller.  

4. FEM simulations analyses in Autodesk Inventor to verify the 
reliability of some structure on mechanic. 

9.2 Future work 

1. Depending on development of water cycle system, it can be improved 
to offer a better service. 

2.  

3. In the installation process the timer of PLC device may be adjusted 
to meet the actual requirements. 

4. To add some devices to improve human computer interaction, which 
are more visible and more intelligent. 
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Appendix 1:  
Support frame for middle brush 
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Appendix 2:  
Support frame for inclined brush 
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Appendix 3:  
Assembly of track manipulate 
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Appendix 4:  
The flatbed trailer jack 
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Appendix 5:  
Three brushes 
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Appendix 6:  
Cross flow fan 
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Appendix 7:  
Door  
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Appendix 8:  
Front brackets 
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Appendix 9:  
Assembly of blocks 
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Appendix 10:  
Trailer body 
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Appendix 11:  
Assembly of the system 
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Appendix 12:  
Main programme 
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Appendix 13:  
Manual mode programme 
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Appendix 14:  
Auto mode programme 
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Appendix 15:  
Rest mode programme 
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